The Maintenance Planning for
Excellence Series
Provide a valuable professional development opportunity for your staff to
achieve through this 4-Part TrueWorkShop™ series

On-Site Training Opportunities
Put TMEII’s expertise in
maintenance and reliability
training to work in your
organization
TMEII is a results-oriented resource and
provider of maintenance and reliability
initiatives. You can benefit from our experience of presenting hundreds of onsite training and
consulting sessions for large and small
companies world-wide.
Contact Pete Peters at
919-270-1173 or
Pete@PRIDE-in-Maintenance.com for
more information!

100% Guarantee
A complete refund is provided if you
cannot achieve a 10 to 1 return on
investment from this training.

Ralph W. Peters
President, TMEII

This series includes the following 4 TMEII
TrueWorkShops™:
Reliable Maintenance Planning, Estimating & Scheduling (3 days):
Recognized Worldwide as one of today’s best sessions for successful
implementation of the day to day planning/scheduling process. This
TrueWorkShop™ is a must for all new planners and also those
organizations looking to improve their current planning/scheduling process.
From TMEII’s 200+ Scoreboard assessments we see this practice missing or
poorly implemented. Now you will learn how it can improve Overall Craft
Effectiveness (OCE) and productivity of in house staff and contractors.
The ACE Team Process for Estimating (2 Classroom Days and Post
Course Work): Exclusive planner certification for this work measurement
tool is available only from TMEII. This TrueWorkShop™ requires completion
of Reliable Maintenance Planning, Estimating and Scheduling (from TMEII or
a credible source). It also includes guided pre-course work, the course work
of 2 days and then guided post-course of 2 to 4 weeks to complete
implementation of planner tools for establishing reliable planning times for all
types of maintenance work. NOTE: Completing all TrueWorkShop™
requirements provides a Site License to use The ACE Team Process for
Estimating.
Effective Shutdown, Turnaround, and Outage Management (3 Days):
This is a new TMEII offering which will provide you a new and deeper
understanding of how to effectively plan, manage/lead large maintenance
jobs such as power plant outages, refinery refits and in situations where an
operation has extensive deferred maintenance to be performed in a short
period. Also we will define how the day to day planning processes can also
contribute more to shutdown planning via maintaining an accurate backlog of
work that can be delayed until STO and then having accurate job plans
available during the pre-shutdown period.
Maximizing the Value from Contracted Maintenance Services (2 days):
This session is designed to improve coordination with outside maintenance
contractors and gain maximum value and productivity from their services. As
more and more work is being contracted it is important they use today’s best
practice while on site and are properly integrated with in house staff. It is
very important to day-to-day planning and to planning for effective shutdown,
turnarounds and outages.

Contact Pete Peters at 919-270-1173 (Pete@PRIDE-in-Maintenance.com) or
Anne at 919-896-5368 (Anne @Pride-in-Maintenance.com) for more information!

The Maintenance Planning for
Excellence Series
Key Learning Objectives:








IMPLEMENT effective day-to-day planning, estimating and scheduling
MASTER world class plant shutdown, turnaround and outage planning strategies and best practices
IMPROVE day-to-day planning/scheduling with reliable planning times
MAINTAIN safety, quality, efficiency, and cost effectiveness of all planning processes
PREVENT production loss and unexpected delays
INCREASE profitability and productivity of both in-house and contractor staff
ENSURE reliable repairs job plan estimates for safe and quality work execution

Who Should Attend:

Take An Important First Step:








VPs
Directors
Division Head
Managers
Superintendents
Specialists








Supervisors
Foremen
Planners
Schedulers
Technicians
Leaders



Engineers from the following departments:
 Maintenance, Operations,
 Plant, Production,
 Process, Preventative Maintenance
 Reliability, Rotating

This training process is for application and not theory,
and like the book, it is for both the public and private
sector. It is for all types of maintenance operations:
plant, facilities, hospitals and fleet maintenance.
Remember, we guarantee this TrueWorkShop™ will
help provide you with the important steps to improve the
maintenance process and the business side of the
maintenance storeroom in your operation.

Even in Good Economic Times
Maintenance is Forever!

Extensive Knowledge base of References to Take Home:
This workshop is based on Pete’s two books:

TMEII provides more electronic references for all
TrueWorkShops™ than any other series of courses
now being offered from around the world.
Each attendee will receive e-book copies of these
two major books plus many, many more valuable
topic references on CD. The electronic versions are
included to allow easy application and duplication of
all course materials. Attendees receive all PowerPoint’s used and “one of the largest
Maintenance, Reliability and MRO Materials
Management Glossary” currently available.
TMEII believes in providing each attendee an
extensive knowledge base to support professional
development well beyond actual class time.

Reliable Maintenance Planning,
Estimating and Scheduling

Maintenance Benchmarking and
Best Practices

Contact Pete Peters at 919-270-1173 (Pete@PRIDE-in-Maintenance.com) or
Anne at 919-896-5368 (Anne @Pride-in-Maintenance.com) for more information!

The Maintenance Planning for
Excellence Series
Your Instructor and Coach
Ralph W. (Pete) Peters the Founder/President of The Maintenance Excellence Institute International is your primary instructor. His experience of over 40 years has included being a manufacturing plant manager at two sites;
director of facilities management. He has had extensive maintenance experience within the US Army beginning in
Vietnam (1970) and with the US Army Corps of Engineers building what is now called, the National Highway. He
consults and provides maintenance best practice training in over 30 countries, written maintenance chapters in four
books as well as a book on Maximizing the Value of Your CMMS. In 2006, he wrote and published Maintenance
Benchmarking & Best Practices for McGraw-Hill’s professional book division. In 2015 he completed Reliable
Maintenance Planning, Estimating and Scheduling for Elsevier’s Gulf Publishing Division. Pete’s positive approach
and his experience from consulting, allows him to be an excellent coach for today’s top leaders, maintenance leaders and craft
leaders. His worldwide PRIDE-in-Maintenance initiative will be highlighted in his next book with key topics from this universal book
included in all of his worldwide TrueWorkShops™.

Training is Not Over When it’s Over!
Your company will benefit most if you attend as part of a 3-4 person company team. Your company
team will work together and return to your organization with new knowledge; team support for your
new plans for reliability and maintenance excellence. We invite Top Leaders, Maintenance Leaders,
and Craft Leaders to come as a team. If you come alone, you will work with others in a similar type
maintenance operation for the team exercises.
Yogi Berra once said, “It ain’t over until it’s over!”
Your session is definitely not over when it’s over! Following completion of this TrueWorkShop™ a
personalized follow-up will be scheduled for each attending participant and organization. Our one-onone coaching will help you to apply:




Your Scoreboard for Maintenance Excellence as a self-assessment tool
The key topics from the workshop
And, Implement your Plan of Action

We want to help you implement the plan of action you develop as part of the workshop. Successful implementation
is your key to results. We want to help you make that happen!

Gain an Understanding of the True Value of
Maintenance:
Regardless of the type of operation, Top Leaders must
understand the “true value of maintenance.”
Maintenance Leaders must develop and nurture an
organizational culture that clearly supports long-term
continuous maintenance improvement.
Training for Maintenance Excellence supports our
belief in the basics and building upon basic best practices
as the foundation for advanced maintenance practices that
achieve reliability and maintenance excellence.

We Personally Guarantee This
TrueWorkShopTM Series For At Least A
10-to-1- Return on Your Training Investment!

We Personally Guarantee This
TrueWorkShop™!
We will give you the firepower and knowledge needed to
implement a successful PM program, to use the Predictive
Maintenance and Conditioned-Based maintenance technologies that apply to your operation. We will reinforce your
current maintenance needs to the top leaders in your organization.
We will help you be “the maintenance messenger” to get
action from Top Leaders. We can personally help you make
a difference in the total operations success of your organization after you attend this event! Top Leaders must clearly
understand your needs and the consequences of gambling
with maintenance costs and a bad PM and PdM program.

Contact Pete Peters at 919-270-1173 (Pete@PRIDE-in-Maintenance.com) or
Anne at 919-896-5368 (Anne @Pride-in-Maintenance.com) for more information!

